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Sentrum Fot & Velvære 

"Feel Renewed"

The average person takes over 9,000 steps while walking over the course

of a day. Improper use of footwear can result in foot strain, in addition to

skin and nail damage. Luckily for your feet, Sentrum Fot & Velvære is

here. Let your feet indulge in pedicures, foot rubs, foot massages, foot

baths, and more. Since the health of ones feet is directly connected to the

overall well-being of ones body, body treatments are offered here as well.

You can have wrinkles erased, or receive a Thai massage. If you cannot

make it to Sentrum Fot & Velvære, they will come to you. Just pick up the

phone, set up an appointment, and get your treatment in the comfort of

your own home. Your feet will thank you.

 +47 99 61 84 23  www.fotognegl.no/  post@fotognegl.no  Dronningensgate 23, Oslo
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Inch Frisør 

"High Quality Leisure"

Inch is a hair salon located in St. Hanshaugen in Oslo. This salon provides

great customer service, and their knowledgeable hair-stylists are sure to

be able to give you exactly what you want or recommend the perfect style

for you. Small touches that make Inch so special include the warming

fireplace and organic tea offered to every customer. Inch prides itself on

using all high-quality Aveda products for all of its hair and beauty

treatments.

 +47 23 33 32 50  www.inch.no/  Ullevålsveien 47, Oslo
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Oslo Hair 

"Oslo's Hair Salon"

Oslo Hair is a one-stop beauty shop. The expert staff will take your hair

and make it beautiful. Cutting your hair is only the beginning at this salon.

Any type of hair can be transformed from mundane to terrific with color

treatments, foil strips, hair and tilt-extensions, and more. Specialty

treatments are also available. Watch your wrinkles disappear under the

care of the staff, with or without the assistance of Botox, upon your

request. No one's perfect, but after visiting Oslo Hair, your appearance be

one step closer to perfection.

 +47 22 18 1818  www.oslohair.no/  post@oslohair.no  Frognerveien 5, Oslo
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La Bionda 

"Service All Around"

La Bionda is an excellent hair salon located in Oslo's Frogner

neighborhood. In order to make your visit to La Bionda the ultimate leisure

experience, in addition to the menu of treatments and services they

provide, they also have a cafe menu of coffee drinks, juices and snacks

like biscotti, panini, salads and other light dishes. As for the beauty

treatments, every hair treatment from a simple cut to color and extensions

are available at La Bionda. They also have an on-site makeup artist so you

can complete your look.

 +47 22 85 37 80  www.labionda.no/  Hegdehaugsveien 36, Oslo
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Gevir Frisør 

"Good Hair"

Gevir Frisør is one of the most renowned and popular salons in the city of

Oslo. This trendy and modern salon and their hairstylists are especially

popular with Norway's celebrities and models, being used on photoshoots

for Elle and other publications. Whether you just want a trim, or want to

change your style and color up completely, you will be in the best possible

hands with Gevir's hairstylists.

 +47 219 19 127  www.gevir.org/  Thorvald Meyers gate 15, Oslo
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